
A L L U R I N G  C O L L E C T I O N



Charring wood comes from a
nearly 400-year-old Japanese
wood preservation process of
fire treating wood to a deep
black for exterior use in tough
natural conditions of the
Japanese climate that ranges
from snow covered northern
territories to the high trotpical
heat of Southern Japan islands
and the regular tropical storms
occurring on the mainland

INDIA’S
MOST

DURABLE
WOOD



Also known as Shou Shugi Ban
and Yakisugi, the modern search
for sustainable architectural wood
solutions has led many renowned
architects in many countries to
adopt the charring technique to
provide long term structural wood
options for wall claddings, flooring
and decking, interior panels and
designer furniture. Introducing
for the first time in India, our low
maintenance sustainable charred
timber solutions adapting through
latest technology an ancient 
process to meet modern architec-
tural performance standards.

The modern charring process 
removes the carbohydrate content 
and increases the proportion of 
lignin in the wood as well as burns 
out the resins tocreate a wood 
solution that is manytimes more 
moisture resistant, fire resistant, rot 
and termite resistant than untreat-
ed wood.

Ancient Sustainable
Solution with Modern
Endurance

Charring process also
enhances and highlights the
natural beauty of grain pattern
imparting a deep texture
onto the wood surface by
combining charring and post
charring process depending
on the type of grain effect
desired. Each plank of wood
gets a further enhancement of
its grain accents, from subtle
to more deep textures as
required for each interior and
exterior solution.

The finishing process is as  
important as the charring process 
to meet the performance  
expectations, preservation  
standards and maintenance ease 
desired by the best architects and
builders.

Shaped by Fire



Chalk and Charcoal Espresso Walnut

Honey Pecan Midnight Raven

BFP Charred Wood - Shades:



Breathing aesthetic bliss into your 
surroundings, our deep textured chalk 
and charcoal striped fiery creation 
revels in pairing with either natural or 
interior light. Keeping the authentic 
charm of natural wood tones with an 
ultra clear finish soaking durability 
deep into the wood while adding bold 
crispness to alternating lines of 
natural and black, our chalk and 
charcoal brings you unmatched 
refinement.

Chalk and Charcoal



Charred and brushed artistically to 
keep a protective armor of brown 
natural carbon layer, the Espresso 
Walnut highlights with an embossing 
of all the knots and grains of the 
wood surface like a beautiful woven 
fabric. Treated with our proprietary 
penetrating bio-friendly oil, resin and 
wax blends to keep the wood fibers 
refreshed for years and years to 
come. The back of the planks are also 
covered in armor of black carbon. 
Savor the look of natural wood for 
decades to come with our Espresso 
Walnut.

Espresso Walnut



Beginning its life with a deep black 
char in our fiery treatment process, 
our world leading brushing tech-
niques work through thick charr layers 
to craft an unparalleled contrast of a 
clean transparent texture along with 
carbonized blacks on the knots and 
intricate grain lines. In house biode-
gradable tints are calibrated to 
create a summery fresh Honey Pecan 
glaze finish.

Honey Pecan



The flagship is charred wood with a 
400 year old heritage going back to 
Japan. Also called Yakisugi, its Intense 
gator texture has in modern times 
inspired renowned architects world 
over. Even today one can walk 
through historic districts of Japan and 
see claddings nearly a century old still 
holding firm. Intense and timeless, this 
is simply put, the world's most durable 
natural wood product. The sculptural 
textured enigma that is the Midnight 
Raven, a thick carbon armor will hold 
its fiery essence for decades.

Midnight Raven



“We bring you the best wood
products from all over the
world.
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